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Autumn Budget eases  
trouble for UC claimants
Government announcements in the Autumn budget promise 
to ease the difficulties faced by Universal Credit claimants.

The announcements come after an 
unprecedented amount of media 
attention on the failings of the 
system. These included waiting a 
minimum of six weeks before seeing 
any payment and restrictive access  
to advance payments.

The package of improvements  
aims to remedy these system faults. 
They include:

  Abolishing the 7-day waiting 
period to reduce the wait for 
payment from 6 weeks to 5  
from 14th February 2018

  Extending the repayment of 
advances from 6 to 12 months, 
and allowing people to receive 
100% of their payment upfront 
from January 2018

  Making it possible for people to 
apply for advances online from 
spring 2018 and easing claimant 
access to an advance payment if 
they need one

  Paying an additional 2 weeks’ 
housing costs after the end of 
someone’s Housing Benefit claim 
and into their Universal Credit 
claim from 11th April 2018

  Making it easier for claimants to 
continue having their housing 
costs paid directly to landlords 
once they are on Universal Credit.

In addition to the above, new claims 
for Universal Credit in live service 
(gateway) areas ceased at the end of 
December 2017. Claimants in these 
areas will claim legacy benefits and tax 
credits instead until full service is 
introduced in their area (unless already 
receiving Universal Credit). A revised 
programme delayed Universal Credit 
full service roll out in many areas (eg. 
in Scarborough and Selby roll out was 
delayed until May 2018, from February).
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PIP psychological distress 
descriptor changes – unlawful
As you may recall, in March 2017, a statutory instrument was 
published which amended one of the Personal Independence 
Payment (PIP) descriptors for mobility. The instrument added 
the phrase “For reasons other than psychological distress…” to 
parts c, d, and f of Activity 1 – Planning and following journeys. 

This had previously been a descriptor 
that many clients with mental health 
needs relied on to score sufficient 
points for an award of the mobility 
component. The amendment was  
in response to a three-judge panel 
decision from November 2016 
(CPIP/1347/2015) which ruled  
that PIP could be awarded for 
overwhelming psychological  
distress. The government amended 
the regulations on the basis that this  
was more generous than they  
ever intended PIP to be. 

In a new judgement, the High Court 
has ruled that these amendments are 
unlawful. In RF v SSWP & Ors [2017] 
EWHC 3375 (Admin), the claimant 
argued that the amendments should 
be quashed on three grounds: (i) that 
they were in breach of Article 14 of 
the European Convention on Human 
Rights, (ii) there was no consultation 
prior to the changes and (iii) they 
went beyond the authority laid out  
in the Welfare Reform Act 2012. 

The claim succeeded on all three 
grounds and Mr Justice Mostyn 
concluded the following: 

“In my judgement, the 2017 
regulations introduced (and I 
emphasise introduced) criteria 
to descriptors c, d, and f, which 
were blatantly discriminatory 
against those with mental 
health impairments and which 
cannot be objectively justified. 
The wish to save nearly £1 
billion a year at the expense  
of those with mental health 
impairments is not a 
reasonable foundation for 
passing this measure” 
(Paragraph 59)

It was announced on 19th January 
2018 that the government will not  
be appealing this judgement.

DWP Addresses
The Department of Work and Pensions are getting worried about post going  
astray. They have asked that advisers ensure they are using the correct address  
when sending correspondence. A full list of DWP addresses can be found at: 

www.gov.uk/government/publications/new-dwp-postal-addresses
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DWP Guidance on Domestic 
Violence and Abuse
The DWP have gathered together disparate bits of guidance 
on domestic violence and brought them together into a 
coherent framework on the government website www.gov.uk.

The guidance, published on  
5th January 2018, now contains 
information on communications  
with the DWP, evidence requirements, 
and a cross-government definition of 
domestic violence and abuse, as well 
as what this means for each of the 
different benefits.

Let’s remind ourselves what this 
definition is. It is: “any incident or 
pattern of incidents of controlling, 
coercive, threatening behaviour, 
violence or abuse between those  

aged 16 or over who are, or have been, 
intimate partners or family members 
regardless of gender or sexuality”. 

The abuse can encompass,  
but is not limited to:

  Psychological

 Physical

 Sexual

 Financial

 Emotional

These terms are expanded on  
a further page of the website,  
which can be found at: 

www.gov.uk/guidance/
domestic-violence-and-
abuse#domestic-violence-
and-abuse-new-definition

Training Certificates 
for the Team
Our training team (Amy, Jenny, Kate 
and Liz) is proud to announce that they 
have achieved the Level 3 Education and 
Training qualification.

All our trainers have many years’ experience in both welfare 
rights advice and training delivery. The course, funded by 
the European Social Fund, was an interesting refresher into 
the theory and guidance behind the work that we do and 
provided a structured basis on which to reflect on practice. 
The qualification provides the opportunity to demonstrate 
the level of knowledge held when completing funding 
applications or promoting our work.

Written evidence is required  
from a person acting in an official 
capacity. This person can include:

  A health care professional

  A police officer

  A registered social worker

  An employer or representative 
of a trade union

  An employee of any public, 
voluntary or charitable body 
which has had direct contact 
with you about the domestic 
violence or abuse

The evidence must be provided  
as soon as possible and no later 
than one calendar month after 
the first disclosure of domestic 
violence or abuse.

Online guidance from  
DWP can be found at: 

www.gov.uk/government/
publications/domestic-violence-
and-abuse-help-from-dwp
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CDLA/1568/2017 – adverse 
credibility findings based upon 
misunderstanding of facts can 
amount to an error of law
Often, in social security tribunals, the result comes down to the question 
of credibility – whether the appellant is believable or not, given the array 
of facts presented, and their consistency. Are the facts all singing from 
the same hymn sheet, or are some of them dissonant and out of tune?

But what if a tribunal’s doubts as  
to a claimant’s credibility are based 
on a misunderstanding of the facts? 
One thing leads to another, and the 
tribunal ends up in trouble.

This is what happened in 
CDLA/1568/2017, decided on  
10th November 2017. Judge Wikeley, 
overseeing the case in the Upper 
Tribunal, marked it for wider  
attention for quite another reason 
– reciprocal appeal arrangements 
with Northern Ireland.

We’re not interested in that.  
Nothing can be more interesting than 
the problem of claimant credibility. 
It’s not so much the question “is the 
claimant lying?” but the question “is 
the claimant telling the whole truth?” 
What bits and bobs, if any, might 
have been left out of the account?

The appellant suffered from 
depression, generalised anxiety 
disorder, obsessive compulsive 
disorder and bulimia. She was on  
DLA, and the award came up for 
renewal. The decision maker 
refused the claim. The case  
went to a first-tier tribunal.  
They dismissed the appeal,  
finding that the appellant  
was not a credible witness.

Why did they think like this?  
The tribunal gave too much attention 
to a limited amount of the evidence. 
There were several evidence sources 
available to them: a GP’s letter, GP 
reports, and surgery casenotes. The 
tribunal squinted its vision to a GP’s 
report of March 2016, presumably 
because this had the closest temporal 
proximity to the date of the decision 
under appeal: 7th April 2016. It’s view 
of this evidence was that it did not 
indicate that her mental health 
problems impacted on her ability to 
function on a day-to-day basis at that 
time. Also, the report stated that the 
appellant had not self-harmed since 
2012. To this evidence, it gave 
considerable weight.

But the report of March 2016  
was inaccurate and other evidence 
pointed in a different direction.  
It seems the tribunal weren’t 
prepared to distinguish the factual 
difference between an overdose and 
an act of deliberate self-harm. What 
the appellant had not done since 
2012 was to take an overdose. What 
the evidence suggested she had 
done since then was commit, several 
times a year, on painful 
anniversaries, deliberate acts of 
self-harm. Thus, the tribunal 
proceeded on a mistaken 
understanding as to the facts.

The appellant’s representative 
summed it up nicely: the tribunal  
had failed to take into account 
relevant evidence and wrongly 
taken into account immaterial 
matters. So, quite by chance, the 

representative touched upon the  
root of all erroneous perception: 
seeing things that aren’t there,  
and not seeing things that are.

Judge Wikeley concluded by 
stating that “if credibility findings 

are based on a material 
misunderstanding of the facts, 
that may point to a possible 
error of law”.



fi gures per week 
Capital Limits
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(tariff income £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Personal allowances
Single
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase ESA £73.10
 Age 25 or over  £73.10
Lone parent
 Under 18  £57.90
 Age 18 or over £73.10
Couples
 Under 18 depends on circumstances
 Both aged 18 or over £114.85

Components – ESA
Work-related activity component £29.05 (a)

Support component  £37.65

NON-MEANS-TESTED
Attendance Allowance
 Lower rate £57.30
 Higher rate £85.60

Bereavement Support Payment
With dependent children
 Lump sum £3,500
 Monthly payment £350.00
Without dependent children
 Lump sum £2,500
 Monthly payment £100.00

Carer’s Allowance £64.60
 Adult dependant £38.00
 Earnings threshold £120.00

Child Benefi t
 Eldest or only child £20.70
 Each other child £13.70

Child dependant additions
 Eldest or only child £8.00
 Each other child £11.35

Disability Living Allowance
Care component
 Lower rate £22.65
 Middle rate £57.30
 Higher rate £85.60
Mobility component
 Lower rate £22.65
 Higher rate £59.75

Employment and Support Allowance
Basic allowance
 Age 16–24  £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase £73.10
 Age 25 or over £73.10
Work-related activity component £29.05 (a)

Support component £37.65
Permitted work  – higher limit £125.50

– lower limit £20.00
Councillor's Allowance £125.50

Guardian’s Allowance £17.20

April 2018 –
     April 2019

BENEFITS
AT A GLANCE

MEANS-TESTED 

Income Support, income-related 
Employment and Support 

Allowance and income-based 
Jobseeker’s Allowance

Welfare Benefi ts Unit • Charity number: 1164225

April 2018 - April 2019

Incapacity Benefi t £109.60
Adult dependant £63.65
Age additions
 under 35 £11.60
 under 45 £6.45
Disregarded earnings – see ESA

Industrial Injuries (100%) £174.80

Jobseeker’s Allowance
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 25 or over £73.10

Maternity Allowance (up to) £145.18
Earnings threshold £30.00

Personal Independence Payment
Daily Living
 Standard £57.30
 Enhanced £85.60
Mobility
 Standard £22.65
 Enhanced £59.75

Severe Disablement Allowance £77.65
Adult dependant £38.20
Age additions
 under 40 £11.60
 40–59 inclusive £6.45
Disregarded earnings - see ESA

State Pension
State Pension £164.35
State Pension Category A or B £125.95
State Pension Category B or D £75.50
Adult dependant £68.35

Statutory Adoption, Maternity, Paternity 
and Shared Parental Pay £145.18
Earnings threshold £116.00

Statutory Sick Pay £92.05
Earnings threshold £116.00

Widowed Parent's Allowance £117.10

National Minimum Wage £ per hour
Age 25 or over £7.83
Age 21–24 £7.38
Age 18–20 £5.90
Age 16–17 £4.20
Apprentice rate £3.70

Premiums
Disability – not payable in ESA
 Single £33.55
 Couple £47.80
Enhanced disability
 Single  £16.40
 Couple £23.55
Severe disability £64.30
Carer £36.00
Pensioner
 Single – not payable in IS £89.90
 Couple £133.95
  For ESA reduce by the amount 

of component awarded

Housing costs
2.61% – replaced by a loan in April 2018
Non-dependant deductions same as HB

Disregarded earnings
 Single £5.00
 Couple £10.00
 Disability  £20.00
 Carer  £20.00
 Lone parent £20.00
 Firefi ghter/Lifeboat/Coastguard/TA £20.00
 Permitted work  – lower limit £20.00

– higher limit (not IS) £125.50
 Councillor's Allowance £125.50

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
 Student loan £10.00
  Income from boarder £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

(a) Check for rule changes from April 2017  DR
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Housing Benefi t

fi gures per week 
Capital limits
Under Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Over Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £10,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Applicable amounts same as 
Income Support/ESA except:
Pensioner
 Single age under 65 £163.00
 Couple age under 65 £248.80
 Single age 65 and over £176.40
 Couple age 65 and over £263.80

Dependent children
Allowance for each child £66.90
Premiums
 Family (pre May 2016 claims) £17.45
 Disabled child £62.86
 Enhanced disability (child) £25.48

Disregarded earnings same 
as Employment and Support 
Allowance except:
Lone parent £25.00
Working 16hrs/30hrs  £17.10
Childcare costs
 One child (max) £175.00
 Two or more children (max) £300.00
Incapable of work prior to Pension
Credit qualifying age or aged 80+ £20.00

Other disregarded income
 Maintenance paid for an adult £15.00
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £15.00
 Student loan £10.00
 Income from boarder £20.00
 (plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

Fuel deductions
 Heating £30.30
 Hot water £3.50
 Lighting £2.40
 Cooking £3.50
 All fuel £39.70
 One room £18.10

Meals deductions
 Three meals per day £27.90
 Less than three meals a day £18.60
 Breakfast only £3.45

Non-dependant deductions
Age 18 and working 16+ hours pw
 gross income less than £139.00 £15.25
 gross income £139.00–£203.99 £35.00
 gross income £204.00–£264.99 £48.05
 gross income £265.00–£353.99 £78.65
 gross income £354.00–£438.99 £89.55
 gross income £439.00 or over £98.30
Others age 18 or over unless disregarded £15.25

Child Tax Credit

fi gures per annum
Threshold £16,105
(entitled to CTC but not WTC) 

Elements
 Family £545 (a)

 Child £2,780 (a)

 Disability £3,275
 Severe disability £4,600

Working Tax Credit

fi gures per annum unless otherwise stated
Threshold £6,420

Elements
 Basic £1,960
 Couples and lone parents £2,010
 30-hour £810
 Disability £3,090
 Severe disability £1,330
 Childcare 
  70% of weekly cost for 

1 child up to £175  £122.50
  70% of weekly cost for 

2 or more children up to £300  £210.00

Pension Credit

Capital limits 
No upper limit
Lower limit £10,000
(deemed income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Standard minimum guarantee
 Single £163.00
 Couple £248.80

Additional amounts
 Severe disability £64.30
 Carer £36.00

Housing costs
2.61% – replaced by a loan in April 2018
Non-dependant deductions same as HB

Savings credit threshold
 Single £140.67
 Couple £223.82

Savings credit
 Single – max £13.40
 Couple – max £14.99

Disregarded earnings
Single  £5.00
Couple £10.00
Carer, age 80+, incapable of work prior to 
Pension Credit qualifying age, lone parent  £20.00
Councillor's Allowance £125.50

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
  Income from boarders £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from sub-tenant £20.00

Universal Credit

fi gures per month
Capital limits 
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(yield income – £4.35 per £250 or part £250)

Allowances
 Single age under 25 £251.77
 Single age 25 or over £317.82
 Couple both under 25 £395.20
 Couple either 25 or over £498.89

Elements
Eldest or only child £277.08 (a)

Child £231.67 (a)

Disabled child
 Lower rate £126.11
 Higher rate £383.86
Limited capability for work £126.11 (a)

Limited capability for work – 
related activity £328.32
Carer £156.45

Childcare: maximum
 One child 85% of cost up to £646.35
  Two or more children 85% 

of cost up to £1,108.04

Housing cost contribution
Age 21 and over £72.16

Eligible housing costs
Mortgage interest at 2.61% or rent

Work Allowances
Responsible for child/limited capability for work
Lower: with housing costs £198.00
Higher: without housing costs £409.00

April 2018 - April 2019 April 2018 - April 2019
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Housing Benefi t

fi gures per week 
Capital limits
Under Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Over Pension Credit qualifying age
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £10,000
(tariff income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Applicable amounts same as 
Income Support/ESA except:
Pensioner
 Single age under 65 £163.00
 Couple age under 65 £248.80
 Single age 65 and over £176.40
 Couple age 65 and over £263.80

Dependent children
Allowance for each child £66.90
Premiums
 Family (pre May 2016 claims) £17.45
 Disabled child £62.86
 Enhanced disability (child) £25.48

Disregarded earnings same 
as Employment and Support 
Allowance except:
Lone parent £25.00
Working 16hrs/30hrs  £17.10
Childcare costs
 One child (max) £175.00
 Two or more children (max) £300.00
Incapable of work prior to Pension
Credit qualifying age or aged 80+ £20.00

Other disregarded income
 Maintenance paid for an adult £15.00
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £15.00
 Student loan £10.00
 Income from boarder £20.00
 (plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00

Fuel deductions
 Heating £30.30
 Hot water £3.50
 Lighting £2.40
 Cooking £3.50
 All fuel £39.70
 One room £18.10

Meals deductions
 Three meals per day £27.90
 Less than three meals a day £18.60
 Breakfast only £3.45

Non-dependant deductions
Age 18 and working 16+ hours pw
 gross income less than £139.00 £15.25
 gross income £139.00–£203.99 £35.00
 gross income £204.00–£264.99 £48.05
 gross income £265.00–£353.99 £78.65
 gross income £354.00–£438.99 £89.55
 gross income £439.00 or over £98.30
Others age 18 or over unless disregarded £15.25

Child Tax Credit

fi gures per annum
Threshold £16,105
(entitled to CTC but not WTC) 

Elements
 Family £545 (a)

 Child £2,780 (a)

 Disability £3,275
 Severe disability £4,600

Working Tax Credit

fi gures per annum unless otherwise stated
Threshold £6,420

Elements
 Basic £1,960
 Couples and lone parents £2,010
 30-hour £810
 Disability £3,090
 Severe disability £1,330
 Childcare 
  70% of weekly cost for 

1 child up to £175  £122.50
  70% of weekly cost for 

2 or more children up to £300  £210.00

Pension Credit

Capital limits 
No upper limit
Lower limit £10,000
(deemed income – £1 pw per £500 or part £500)

Standard minimum guarantee
 Single £163.00
 Couple £248.80

Additional amounts
 Severe disability £64.30
 Carer £36.00

Housing costs
2.61% – replaced by a loan in April 2018
Non-dependant deductions same as HB

Savings credit threshold
 Single £140.67
 Couple £223.82

Savings credit
 Single – max £13.40
 Couple – max £14.99

Disregarded earnings
Single  £5.00
Couple £10.00
Carer, age 80+, incapable of work prior to 
Pension Credit qualifying age, lone parent  £20.00
Councillor's Allowance £125.50

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
  Income from boarders £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from sub-tenant £20.00

Universal Credit

fi gures per month
Capital limits 
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(yield income – £4.35 per £250 or part £250)

Allowances
 Single age under 25 £251.77
 Single age 25 or over £317.82
 Couple both under 25 £395.20
 Couple either 25 or over £498.89

Elements
Eldest or only child £277.08 (a)

Child £231.67 (a)

Disabled child
 Lower rate £126.11
 Higher rate £383.86
Limited capability for work £126.11 (a)

Limited capability for work – 
related activity £328.32
Carer £156.45

Childcare: maximum
 One child 85% of cost up to £646.35
  Two or more children 85% 

of cost up to £1,108.04

Housing cost contribution
Age 21 and over £72.16

Eligible housing costs
Mortgage interest at 2.61% or rent

Work Allowances
Responsible for child/limited capability for work
Lower: with housing costs £198.00
Higher: without housing costs £409.00
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fi gures per week 
Capital Limits
Upper limit £16,000
Lower limit £6,000
Lower limit – care homes £10,000
(tariff income £1 pw per £250 or part £250)

Personal allowances
Single
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase ESA £73.10
 Age 25 or over  £73.10
Lone parent
 Under 18  £57.90
 Age 18 or over £73.10
Couples
 Under 18 depends on circumstances
 Both aged 18 or over £114.85

Components – ESA
Work-related activity component £29.05 (a)

Support component  £37.65

NON-MEANS-TESTED
Attendance Allowance
 Lower rate £57.30
 Higher rate £85.60

Bereavement Support Payment
With dependent children
 Lump sum £3,500
 Monthly payment £350.00
Without dependent children
 Lump sum £2,500
 Monthly payment £100.00

Carer’s Allowance £64.60
 Adult dependant £38.00
 Earnings threshold £120.00

Child Benefi t
 Eldest or only child £20.70
 Each other child £13.70

Child dependant additions
 Eldest or only child £8.00
 Each other child £11.35

Disability Living Allowance
Care component
 Lower rate £22.65
 Middle rate £57.30
 Higher rate £85.60
Mobility component
 Lower rate £22.65
 Higher rate £59.75

Employment and Support Allowance
Basic allowance
 Age 16–24  £57.90
 Age 16–24 main phase £73.10
 Age 25 or over £73.10
Work-related activity component £29.05 (a)

Support component £37.65
Permitted work  – higher limit £125.50

– lower limit £20.00
Councillor's Allowance £125.50

Guardian’s Allowance £17.20

April 2018 –
     April 2019

BENEFITS
AT A GLANCE

MEANS-TESTED 

Income Support, income-related 
Employment and Support 

Allowance and income-based 
Jobseeker’s Allowance

Welfare Benefi ts Unit • Charity number: 1164225

April 2018 - April 2019

Incapacity Benefi t £109.60
Adult dependant £63.65
Age additions
 under 35 £11.60
 under 45 £6.45
Disregarded earnings – see ESA

Industrial Injuries (100%) £174.80

Jobseeker’s Allowance
 Age 16–24 £57.90
 Age 25 or over £73.10

Maternity Allowance (up to) £145.18
Earnings threshold £30.00

Personal Independence Payment
Daily Living
 Standard £57.30
 Enhanced £85.60
Mobility
 Standard £22.65
 Enhanced £59.75

Severe Disablement Allowance £77.65
Adult dependant £38.20
Age additions
 under 40 £11.60
 40–59 inclusive £6.45
Disregarded earnings - see ESA

State Pension
State Pension £164.35
State Pension Category A or B £125.95
State Pension Category B or D £75.50
Adult dependant £68.35

Statutory Adoption, Maternity, Paternity 
and Shared Parental Pay £145.18
Earnings threshold £116.00

Statutory Sick Pay £92.05
Earnings threshold £116.00

Widowed Parent's Allowance £117.10

National Minimum Wage £ per hour
Age 25 or over £7.83
Age 21–24 £7.38
Age 18–20 £5.90
Age 16–17 £4.20
Apprentice rate £3.70

Premiums
Disability – not payable in ESA
 Single £33.55
 Couple £47.80
Enhanced disability
 Single  £16.40
 Couple £23.55
Severe disability £64.30
Carer £36.00
Pensioner
 Single – not payable in IS £89.90
 Couple £133.95
  For ESA reduce by the amount 

of component awarded

Housing costs
2.61% – replaced by a loan in April 2018
Non-dependant deductions same as HB

Disregarded earnings
 Single £5.00
 Couple £10.00
 Disability  £20.00
 Carer  £20.00
 Lone parent £20.00
 Firefi ghter/Lifeboat/Coastguard/TA £20.00
 Permitted work  – lower limit £20.00

– higher limit (not IS) £125.50
 Councillor's Allowance £125.50

Other disregarded income
 War Pensions/Armed Forces Scheme £10.00
 Widowed Mother’s/Parent’s Allowance £10.00
 Student loan £10.00
  Income from boarder £20.00

(plus 50% of remainder)
 Income from subtenant £20.00
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Disabled students 
& Universal Credit
As a general rule, full-time students 
are excluded from Universal Credit. 
There are some exceptions, however, 
including some disabled students.

CPIP/1578/2017 – 
removal of points 
without warning
The transition from Disability Living 
Allowance to Personal Independence 
Payment led to this incident, which 
happened at a first-tier tribunal the 
claimant had appealed to, when they 
only got six points.

Disabled students can claim Universal Credit if they 
receive a disability benefit (eg. Personal Independence 
Payment) and have limited capability for work. There 
have been difficulties for students claiming Universal 
Credit who have not already been assessed under the 
Work Capability Assessment. 

Practice varies. Here in North Yorkshire, we have had 
some students referred for the WCA, and they’ve 
successfully claimed Universal Credit. In other cases, 
however, Universal Credit has been refused DWP 
internal guidance states that the student must have 
already been determined to have limited capability  
for work and will not be referred for a WCA.

There is a way round this. Students who may qualify  
for Universal Credit on the basis of getting a disability 
benefit and having limited capability for work are 
advised to apply for ‘new style’ contributory 
Employment and Support Allowance to be assessed  
for a ‘credits only’ claim. This route is used by people 
who wish to obtain National Insurance credits for 
limited capability for work who do not meet the 
contribution requirements, or have income too high  
to claim income-related Employment and Support 
Allowance or Universal Credit.

The student should claim Universal Credit at the  
same time and ask the DWP not to make a decision  
on the claim until they have a decision on their  
limited capability for work.

To note, not all disabled students will have entitlement 
as most student income is taken into account. 

MPs have taken up this issue – it would be good  
to think that a more appropriate response will be 
provided before the next September intake.

Just two more points – two more points from a descriptor 
where no points had been given, or an increase in the 
points from two to four from a descriptor where points  
had been given – for an award of the standard rate care 
component. And the tribunal duly obliged, and awarded 
two points. But no award was made.

Can you think why? I tell you, even the most experienced 
of representatives would be cheesed off by the answer. 
And the presence at the hearing of a cheesed off rep was 
of material consequence in this case.

The tribunal awarded two points for a descriptor where  
no points had been awarded, and took away two points 
where two points had been awarded. The result: situation 
unchanged. Six points, and no award.

What was the issue for the Upper Tribunal? The issue  
was this: does a first-tier tribunal have a duty to warn a 
claimant that it is contemplating the removal of points 
relating to a descriptor that was not a matter raised by  
the appeal in cases where the claimant has an  
experienced representative?

Judge Hemingway gave his decision on 21st November 
2017. He set aside the decision and remitted it for 
rehearing, holding that the tribunal failed to act fairly by 
not giving an indication that it was thinking of removing 
previously awarded points. The first-tier tribunal justified its 
actions on the presence of an experienced representative. 

Hemingway says this goes too far. It breaches the 
tribunal’s duty to act fairly. In his words, “it simply goes  
too far to say that the duty to act fairly is complied with 
without some form of indication being given, once the risk  
is crystallised in the tribunal’s mind, regarding the taking 
away of points which have previously been awarded.”
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CUC/2385/2016 – bedside 
tables, and other bric-a-brac
How could a lengthy legal document, such as an Upper Tribunal 
decision, concern itself with something as trivial as a table?

The answer’s simple. It can concern 
itself with a table when it’s about the 
bedroom tax. Even the judge involved 
in the case, Judge Mitchell, admitted 
that it was “a narrow issue”. “There is 
no magic in a bedside table”, he says. 

As I said before, this case concerns 
the bedroom tax, and bedside tables. 
But it also concerns itself with clothes 
storage – something like a cabinet,  
or a wardrobe. And it’s one of the first 
Upper Tribunal decisions with a “UC” 
case number.

The claimant, a social sector tenant, 
had an extra room, and they got a 
14% reduction in their HB for it.  
But the claimant said it wasn’t  
big enough to be a bedroom.  

It was below 50 square feet and  
did not have sufficient space to 
accommodate a separate bedside 
table and an item of furniture for 
clothes storage. In this, the claimant 
felt they had the backing of two 
cases, Nelson (CSH/41/2014) and 
Stevenage BC v ML, both of which  
set the standard as far as allowable 
bedroom furniture is concerned.

The claimant also put up several 
other arguments, using the 
overcrowding provisions in the 
Housing Act 1985, the housing 
standards regime in the Housing  
Act 2004, and the Local Authorities 
Co-ordinators of Regulatory Services 
(LACORS) guidance. 

All this was argued before the  
first-tier tribunal, who dismissed  
the appeal. The claimant appealed 
further, and that’s how the issues got 
an airing at the Upper Tribunal.

What did Judge Mitchell decide?

He dismissed the appeal, and in  
so doing, discussed established 
case-law, such as Nelson, explaining, 
as he went, why that case, and 
others, did not help the appellant’s 
arguments. Nelson established that, 
as a minimum requirement, the room 
should be of a suitable size, and 
contain a bed, bedside table, and 
somewhere to store clothes.

So, why did the appellant’s case  
sink, at this point? It sank because  
he didn’t have a bedside table.  
He had a bedside cabinet.  
And that distinction made a world  
of difference to Judge Mitchell.

Here’s what he said about it:  
“In this context, a chest of 
drawers of appropriate height 
and placement can serve a  
dual function. It supplies a  
flat surface alongside a bed  
as well as space in the drawers 
underneath for storing clothes. 
In such circumstances, that 
single piece of furniture  
allows a room to satisfy two  
of the minimum functional 
requirements of a bedroom 
identified in Nelson”
In essence, Nelson didn’t specify  
the number of items of furniture 
required, but the number of  
functional requirements.

How did Judge Mitchell deal with  
the other aspects of the case, the 
arguments put up from statute  
and guidance?

Firstly, the case did not breach the 
overcrowding provisions of Part X  
of the Housing Act ’85 because  
the dwelling as a whole could 
accommodate five persons. Health 
and safety provisions in the Housing 
Act ’04 were designed to be operated 
by professional environmental health 
officers and cannot properly be 
assessed by a first-tier tribunal.  
And, as for the LACORS guidance,  
it is not statutory guidance and is  
not therefore binding on anyone in 
deciding whether a room is a bedroom 
for under-occupancy purposes.
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SMI Replace by Loans  
from April 2018
Let’s have a quick look at what Support for Mortgage 
Interest (SMI) is (for the time being), what it is to become, 
and some of the issues raised by the forthcoming changes.

And believe me, it’s worth giving 
some attention to, as commentators 
see this as a fundamental change in 
social security law.

Help was available for SMI across  
the range of means-tested benefits. 
Primarily, this took the form of a 
percentage amount paid towards 
meeting the interest payments on 
home loans. These loans were  
usually taken out to buy the home  
in which a claimant normally lived. 
For some groups, there was a waiting 
period, usually 39 weeks, before SMI 
became payable. Others got help 
straightaway. But once it become 
payable, it was paid for two years  
for income-related Jobseeker’s 
Allowance and indefinitely for other 
benefits, so long as the qualifying 
conditions for the benefit and the 
housing costs were met.

On 5th April 2018, SMI will end. 
Therefore, from 6th April 2018, 
claimants need to ensure the  
interest on their mortgage and  
home improvement loans is paid.  
This can be done by way of DWP  
SMI loan payments. Acceptance  
of such loans is voluntary, leaving 
claimants the opportunity to make 
their own arrangements instead,  
if this is possible.

The loan, plus interest, will be repaid 
to the DWP once the property is sold 
or its ownership transferred. Interest 
will be calculated daily, and added to 
the total amount of the loan on a 
monthly basis. Those with sufficient 

equity in their property will eventually 
pay back the DWP. Those without 
sufficient equity will have the 
outstanding amount written off. 
Either way, the DWP states that the 
loan will be secured, where possible, 
by a charge registered at the Land 
Registry on the claimant’s property. 

And what if the property is already  
in negative equity? The DWP states 
they will still pay the SMI loan.

What are affected claimants about  
to experience, in practical terms, 
when the rules change?

They will be contacted by letter  
and then phoned in advance of the 
proposed changes. Claimants can 
then cogitate upon what to do about 
their mortgage interest between the 
date of the receipt of the letter, and 
6th April, when their SMI as a benefit 
is abolished.

The explanatory phone call will come 
from a company called Serco, who 
will be working on behalf of the DWP.

So, my good friends, what are  
some of the issues raised by  
these new loans?

The DWP state that the intention of 
SMI was always to provide short-term 
protection against repossession for 
claimants of qualifying benefits. 
There’s an immediate problem here. 
A significant proportion of claimants 
to SMI (approximately 50%) are 
pensioners on Pension Credit 
guarantee credit and are being 
targeted first by the DWP for 

conversion to loans. The protection 
offered here is therefore more likely 
to be needed longer-term as they  
are unlikely to be returning to the 
labour market or securing other 
sources of income. Likewise, with the 
approximately 38,000 ESA claimants 
who are in the support group.

Concern has been raised that  
the DWP are charging compound 
interest which means that the 
amount owing grows swiftly.  
There are also implications on 
funding for residential care and care 
at home with possible reductions in 
the amount of equity in older people’s 
homes available to local authorities. 
Complexity around issues such as 
co-ownership or non-resident  
owners has also been highlighted.

Finally, in terms of advice provision, 
how will affected claimants find 
adequate and impartial advice on  
the subject? Shelter have stressed  
the need for claimants to get 
appropriate, independent advice 
whilst Citizens Advice have expressed 
concern about the boundary between 
giving information, and providing 
financial advice.

To have a look at  
the legislation visit: 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
uksi/2017/725/memorandum/
contents 
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“Managed Payments” to stem 
the increasing number of private 
sector landlords refusing to let 
to Universal Credit claimants

The problem has got worse since  
the introduction of Universal Credit. 
The underlying assumption of UC is 
personal responsibility. This translates 
into a design feature of the UC 
system: payments in nearly all  
cases will be paid direct to the 
tenant, not the landlord. 

Under the old system, with Housing 
Benefit, there was more flexibility. 
Payments could go to the tenant, or 
the landlord, on request. In fact, one 
way round even being labelled “DSS” 
was to get the benefit paid direct to 
the tenant, who could then pass it on 
to the landlord without the landlord 
ever knowing they were on benefits, 
or had any connection with the “DSS”, 
apart from possibly working there.

It’s argued that the new system 
hasn’t pleased private landlords  
at all. They see payments of benefit 
to tenants as an increase in the risk  
of rent arrears.

The issue prompted a debate in the 
House of Commons, on 9th January 
2018. Stephen Lloyd, a Liberal 
Democrat MP, recognised that  
“many private sector landlords are 
reluctant to let to people on housing 
benefit… and certainly not to those on 
universal credit”. He also pointed out 
that “without a default payment 
direct from the Department for  
Work and Pensions to the landlord, 
even more people in the private sector 
will pull out of the whole area”.

The Minister for State for Health  
and Social Care Caroline Dinenage, 
responding to Mr Lloyd, stated that 
the government “have made practical 
improvements. For example, we have 
simplified and sped up the process  
for private rented sector managed 
payment requests, which can now  
be done by email and on a single  
form, with no additional information 
required, and work is under way 
further to improve that process in  
the universal credit full service...”

Furthermore, she states that “…we 
have changed our policy to ensure 
that when a private rented sector 
landlord asks for a managed payment 
to be set up and supplies evidence of 
two months’ rent arrears, we will 
implement the managed payment 
without requiring the claimant’s 
consent, just as in the old system”.

So, the new system begins  
to resemble the old system. 
Unfortunately, a claimant still cannot 
choose to have the housing costs 
payments paid direct to landlord. 
Local authority guidance on the new 
arrangements should be out soon.

Private landlords 
refusing to let to 
tenants on Housing 
Benefit has been a 
longstanding problem. 
You remember the 
ads in the newspaper, 
don’t you? – “NO DSS”.

TO LET


